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Before assembling or attaching any components:

We recommend that you sort your parts and plan your space.

This will help you to understand where components will go and in what order to assemble and attach them.

Before you begin connecting modules together, it is important to first think about where your accessories will be located within your planned configuration.

**Armrest Bolster Cushions** are used between two SoCo Seat modules (with or without backs) and must be placed before connecting the two modules together (see Armrest section).

The **Wedge Table** can be positioned between any two SoCo Seat or Table modules. These require assembly and attach the bottom of the modules (see Wedge Table section).

The **Circle Table** will need to be attached to the underside of one of the SoCo Seat modules. This should be done prior to connecting the module to another module (see Circle Table section).

**Privacy Screens** can only be attached to the backs or sides of SoCo Seat or Table modules. They cannot be attached between two modules that are going to be joined together (see Privacy Screen section).

The options for configuring your SoCo furniture pieces are limited only by your imagination, but you can visit our website for some typical configuration ideas.

The main components of the SoCo Collection are the SoCo Seats (with and without back) and SoCo Table shown to the left. We will refer to these components as "modules" in these instructions. The modules can be arranged in various configurations and joined together using the included Connectors. See the Modules section for instructions on connecting these components.

Available accessories include the SoCo Wedge Table, SoCo Circle Table, SoCo Privacy Screen, and SoCo Armrest Bolster Cushion. Assembly and attachment steps for these components will be covered first in these instructions.
Step 1
Wedge tables can only be attached to SoCo Seat or Table modules.

After determining which modules will have Wedge tables attached and which sides of the modules the tables will be attached to, flip the modules over to access the mounting holes.

Attach two Brackets (as shown) to each module on the sides the Wedge table will be attached. Install two M6x16 screws per bracket and tighten with a 4mm Allen wrench.

Step 2
Once the Brackets have been attached, flip the modules upright.

Next, align the modules so that the Wedge table can rest on the tops of the Brackets. From the underside, loosely install one M6x16 screw through each bracket hole and into one of the threaded holes in the Wedge table.

After all four screws have been started, tighten them with a 4mm Allen wrench.

Continue this process until all Wedge tables and modules have been connected.
Circle Table

Package Contents
- Circle table
- M6x16 screw (qty 6)

Step 1
The Circle table is designed to attach to the bottom of a module on the front right hand side. When you have picked a module to attach the table, flip it over and align the six Circle table mounting points with the six holes on the bottom of the module.

Attach the Circle table to the module using six M6x16 screws and tighten using a 4mm Allen wrench. Carefully flip the module with the attached Circle table up-right and move it to the desired location.

See the Module section for details on connecting modules together.

Privacy Screen

Package Contents - Screen
- Privacy screen (qty 2 per box)
- M6x16 screw (qty 8)

Package Contents - Connector Kits (Ordered as needed)
- Corner connector kit
- #8x1” screw (qty 2 per kit)
- Linear connector kit
- #8x1” screw (qty 2 per kit)

Note: The Privacy screens should only be attached to the backs and outer sides of the modules. They should not be attached to the fronts of modules. They can not be attached between two connected modules.

Step 1
Attaching the Privacy screens to the modules is easiest if the modules are tipped onto their front face.

Swivel the brackets out from the bottom of each screen towards the screen's fabric seam (to hide the seam after the panel is installed). Align the holes in each bracket with the bracket holes at the bottom of the module and attach using two M6x16 screws per bracket. Tighten using a 4mm Allen wrench. Repeat process for additional screens where needed.
Step 2
If two Privacy screens form a corner, use a Corner connector kit to hold the screens together. First remove the hook from the smaller piece of the kit by sliding it up and out. Then position the larger piece on the outside of the corner and the smaller piece on the inside of the corner and install the two included screws to hold the pieces together. **Note:** Be sure to tighten the screws so it won’t slip later on when the hook is holding weight.

Finish by reinserting the hook. You can use the hook to hang a coat, hat, bag, etc. The weight capacity of the hook is 10 lbs.

**Note**
If your desired furniture configuration requires connecting modules together, you can skip to the Modules section on page 7.

See Armrest section below if you are adding an Armrest between two modules.

Step 3
If two Privacy screens meet side by side, follow the same steps as the corner screen assembly, but use the Linear connector kit.

You can use the hook to hang a coat, hat, bag, etc. The weight capacity of the hook is 10 lbs.

### Armrest Bolster Cushion

**Package Contents**

- Armrest Bolster Cushion

**Step 1**
Place the Armrest between two Seat modules (with or without backs) with the Armrest flap and metal bar hanging down towards the floor. Hold the Armrest in place while sliding the Seat modules against each other.

See step 2 in the Modules section for instructions on how to connect the modules together.
Step 1
SoCo Collection modules can be placed individually where desired (as shown in figure 1) but also offer the flexibility to be joined in various configurations. If your desired configuration requires joining some or all of your modules together, read on. When preparing to join two modules, we recommend lining them up by the notches (figure 2) on the side of each module where possible.

Step 2
Modules can be connected in their upright position, but will be easier if the modules are tipped up onto their front or back faces.

First, align one end of the Connectors as shown over the sockets in the bottom of the first module on the side you are connecting to the next module. Then press to snap the Connectors into place. Next, align the second module with the opposite ends of the Connectors and snap them into place.

Step 3
Continue connecting your modules together according to your desired configuration. Refer back to the Wedge Table, Circle Table, Privacy Screen, and Armrest Bolster Cushion sections if you are including those accessories.

Armrest reminder: Be sure to hold the Armrest in place with the flap and metal bar hanging between the modules before connecting.

Privacy Screen reminder: After connecting two modules with adjacent Privacy Screens, install the Linear connector kit to keep the panels aligned.